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Agentless Cloud-Native AI Security for Azure

Cloud Security Challenges
Enterprise security practitioners are facing incredible challenges today, be it due to the high
demand to migrate to the cloud or to effectively secure their existing cloud real estate. Specifically,
many organizations are struggling to translate the policies and threat protection from on-prem
networks to their new cloud-based environments.
What’s even more challenging, cyber security is itself in a state of transformation. Cyber attackers
have proven that they can evolve faster than traditional tools, signatures, intelligence feeds, and
sandboxes can deliver defenses. As a result, security teams are in the unenviable position of
trying to take security tools that are increasingly outdated even for the on-prem networks, and then
try to migrate them to a completely new cloud architecture that the tools were never designed for.

Deploy Agentless Cloud
Security… in Minutes!
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Get your license here
Connect your subscriptions
with Blue Hexagon
Deploy Terraform module
for agentless cloud-native
AI security
Defend your cloud with
Cyber AI You Can Trust™

Some cloud-first security tools such as CSPMs have limited coverage, surface a ton of “findings”
of limited value, and are oblivious to runtime risk and threats. Agent-based CWPP cannot be
deployed uniformly - particularly in managed services, managing them is hard, and can be
tampered with posing a supply-chain risk. NTA tools, retrofitted for the cloud, provide partial
context, fail to effectively baseline a dynamic and ephemeral cloud environment, are noisy, and
require extensive manual tuning.

Agentless Cloud Security
Blue Hexagon Cloud Security gives you real-time visibility &
protection for Azure cloud by extracting millions of traits from
your compute workloads, network and control plane activity, and
feeding them to its deep learning engine that can perform
advanced threat detections, contextualized by a continuous
security audit to surface critical misconfigurations. The solution is
agentless, deploys in minutes, and requires no “baselining” or
“alert tuning” unlike other products. Since both headers and
payloads (files) are analyzed in context, attacker intent can be
rapidly triangulated and specific threats are identified & named.
This approach is far superior to pure anomaly detection which
cannot go beyond vague event correlation leaving the root cause
analysis as post-mortem work for the already overburdened
security analyst.

Agentless Cloud AI Security for Azure
Powered by Deep Learning
Agentless Security
Seamless embedding and activation
on compute, network and control
plane – without the need to deploy
and manage agents

Value On Day 1

Malware & Threat Defense

Completely automated with pretrained AI models, requires no
human triage, and has no
“learning delays”

Powerful combination of protocol,
header, and payload analysis for
pinpoint threat findings without
dealing with alert deluge

Autonomous Response
Stop threats on entry or orchestrate
in real-time with Azure Sentinel,
Defender ATP, and other cloudnative integrations.
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Blue Hexagon Cloud Security for Azure
Cloud threats extend across a wide range including
exfiltration, unauthorized data access, evasion, denial of
service, privilege escalation and identity spoofing by
monitoring usage, account hijacking and abuse, insider threat,
and data breach activities. Defending against this threat
spectrum requires multi-vector defense with comprehensive
and consistent inspection across compute, network, and
control plane activity. Blue Hexagon Cloud Security provides
comprehensive detection of threats in VMs, containers, Azure
Kubernetes Service, and serverless Functions; contextualized
analytics on top of cloud control plane activity; and
orchestrates remediation in real time.

Features & Benefits
Comprehensive Security Audit – Continuously audit your
Azure cloud posture to gain insights into critical security
misconfigurations of Azure resources and services such as
Compute VMs, AKS, Functions, Containers, Databases,
Storage, and Networking – all without deploying agents or
instrumenting
code.
Automatically
run
over
150+
misconfiguration checks with contextualized remediation steps
suggested by the platform.
Flow Logs Enrichment and Analytics – Ingest Azure NSG
Flow Logs to gain insights into North-South and East-West
traffic with contextual enrichment of GeoIP tags, security group
/ rule tags, and a full suite of platform-level insights such as top
external data uploaders, longest connections, top talkers, etc.
Threat Actors and Activities – Detect advanced tactics like
command-and-control (C&C or C2) beaconing, data exfiltration
over regular or alternate channels, resource access and abuse.
Threat Intel Lookup – Deep Threat Intelligence learns about
new malicious hosting and C2 destinations early due to
detecting new zero-day payloads early. These IOCs are then
checked in every single network and control plane transaction.
Azure Activity Analytics* – Ingest Azure Activity Logs and
NSG Flow Logs into the same platform for deep insights and
analytics to uncover unauthorized activity such as account
discovery, asset enumeration, privilege escalation, updates to
security controls such as security groups and ACLs.
*Feature available end of Q3 ‘21.
Insights API for Threat Hunting – API access to full enriched
NSG Flow Logs, Azure Activity Logs, and Security Audit
metadata in a single platform with pre-built insights empowers
your SOC and IR teams to hunt for threats and adversaries in
your Azure environment.

NG-NDR Add-On Pack
If you have a packet broker such as Keysight Ixia CloudLens or
Azure VTAP, you can add the Blue Hexagon NG-NDR pack for
following advanced capabilities:
Advanced Malware Payload Detection – Detect malware
payloads on the wire such as backdoors, crypto-miners,
ransomware, etc. Blue Hexagon’s Deep Learning AI engine
detects known malware, variants of known malware, and true
unknown 0-day malware with highest efficacy, in real- time for
effective timely response.
Advanced Protocol Threat Detection – Detect advanced
protocol threats with deep packet inspection of L4-L7 network
traffic and dynamic protocol detection to identify recon, lateral
movement, and C2 in SSH, RDP, SMB, and over 100+ other
application-layer protocols.
Known and unknown malicious SSL – Detect suspicious
patterns observed in SSL/TLS communications without
decryption. The models are trained on thousands of
observations and characteristics that are used to separate a
malicious encrypted tunnel from benign communication
channels.
Real-time Explainable AI – Proprietary neural network
architecture that predicts threat category and family, and
delivers human understandable explanations via MITRE
ATT&CK™ TTPs – all in real-time and at scale.
Auto-Scaling – The solution auto-scales natively to meet
network bandwidth inspection demand, and can be deployed in
high-availability mode across multiple availability zones.

Agentless Runtime Security – Tamper-Proof Deployment & Single Multi-Cloud Dashboard
Blue Hexagon Agentless Cloud AI Security can be easily deployed and managed natively in your Azure subscriptions as a Terraform
IaC module. Security metadata and logs are collected through cloud-provider APIs without requiring agents or re-architecture,
eliminating the risk of user-space tampering of security software by threats. Security teams manage their multi-cloud deployments
across Azure, AWS, and GCP with a single dashboard and analytics platform. Remediation is orchestrated in real-time using native
Azure services such as Azure Sentinel and Defender. Security findings and IOCs can also be sent to other collaboration, EDR, SIEM,
and SOAR platforms.
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Blue Hexagon is a deep learning innovator of Cyber AI You Can Trust™ to stop cyber adversaries and malware
at sub-second speed. Blue Hexagon Agentless Cloud-Native AI Security deploys within minutes and delivers
actionable visibility, real-time threat defense, and continuous compliance across all cloud workloads, network,
and storage, at runtime. The agentless solution does not impact performance or data privacy and confidentiality,
eliminates Security-DevOps friction and supply-chain risk, and supports all workload types and OS platforms
across major cloud providers - reducing enterprise security overhead and cost while significantly improving their
cloud security posture and visibility. Blue Hexagon is headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA, and backed by
Benchmark and Altimeter Capital. Follow us @bluehexagonai
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